The need for strong security and monitoring with multi-cloud.

Organizations are shifting production workloads to the public cloud and that will accelerate over the next 24 months.

Security and monitoring is driving cloud infrastructure spending.

Native Security Tools from Cloud Providers are Not Being Used Today

Most Companies Need Security Compliance Solutions Across Their Clouds

Gigamon GigaSECURE® Cloud enables enterprises to extend their security posture to workloads running in the cloud by offering:

- Network security
- Operational efficiency
- Operational agility

GigaSECURE Cloud integrates with and extends your existing security monitoring solutions by:

- Leveraging existing tools for monitoring public cloud workloads
- Reducing operational traffic to focus on high-value data
- Allowing visibility into cloud-native tools and services

Ensure security and monitoring across your entire multi-cloud environment with Gigamon. GigaSECURE Cloud integrates with your existing monitoring tools to provide visibility into multi-cloud workloads.

Learn more.